NWAGA Four Woman Scramble
Riverside Golf Club
August 27-28, 2018
NOTICE TO PLAYERS
(This notice supplements the Local Rules and Conditions of Competition for NWAGA Championships as well as the NWAGA Scramble Rules)

Abnormal Ground Conditions:
Trees Marked with Red Stakes are deemed to be ground under repair even though not so defined by white lines.
Prepared Flower and Plant Beds are deemed to be ground under repair even though not so defined by white lines.
Drop Zones:
Water Hazard on Hole #6 – As an additional option under Rule 26-1, if a ball is in the water hazard behind the green, the player
may drop a ball under penalty of one stroke on the closest of the two areas marked “DZ” located behind the green.
Fence Line Defining Out of Bounds on Hole #14 - As an additional option under Rule 28-1, if a ball comes to rest between the two
green stakes and it is declared unplayable because of interference from the fence, the player may drop a ball under penalty of one
stroke on the closest of the two zones marked “Drop” located near the fence line.
Integral Part of the Course:
Dirt Paths Located along Right Side of Holes 15 and 18 are deemed to be integral parts of the course; therefore, relief without penalty is prohibited.
Obstructions:
Flower and plant beds enclosed by roads and paths have the same status as the roads and paths, that of obstructions.
Artificially Surfaced Roads and Paths include those surfaced with crushed brick, gravel or asphalt.
Prepared Flower and Plant Beds adjacent to an Immovable Obstruction is deemed to have the same status, that of an obstruction.
Out of Bounds:
Out of Bounds is defined by the perimeter fence and white lines in addition to white stakes.
The Clubhouse Complex and the surrounding hard surface including the parking lot, paved entrance road and areas within these
boundaries are Out of Bounds.
Scoring Area:
Scoring Area – A scorecard is deemed to be returned when the player has left the area near the scoring table.
Deciding Ties:
In case of a tie for first place in the championship division, concerned players will play-off hole-by-hole beginning on hole #17 until
a winner is determined. On each successive playoff hole, any team member whose drive has previously been used may not play
from the tee. On the fifth playoff hole, if necessary, repeat the above-described sequence
Teeing Ground:
All players are to play from the red tee markers.
Transportation:
Players are permitted to use a cart during the stipulated round.
Rules Committee:
Ben Vigil, Dennis Fruchtl.
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